
                                             Island Life- Bibiling 

The island-chain of Bibiling, situated in the hot and steamy tropics, 
was often visited by ships enroute to South Africa. It covered an area 
of about 8,000 square miles of sea and water and consisted of about 
fifty to seventy islands of various shapes and sizes, of which the 
largest and most important one was Carabing. 

A well-sheltered natural port on the southern end of Carabing 
allowed locals to fish all year round. Meanwhile the interior of the 
island was hilly with peaks rising to over 1500ft in places. Over time, 
many of the islands broad valleys, which led to the undulating 
coastal areas, were successfully divided up into small holdings 
(farms). As the soil was very fertile, it could support the local 
population as well as feed any livestock kept by each small farming 
family. A starchy grain food, called tapioca, grew readily on the 
island and so, with some additional sea food, it formed the islander’s 
staple diet.  

Although the native islanders did not tend to travel and trade far 
from the Bibiling island communities, goods from across the world 
still made their way to the capital’s marketplace. Ships that stopped 
at their harbour, brought luxuries from the outside world: pretty 
ornaments, perfumes, penknives, telescopes, as well as dolls and 
toys for the children. Furthermore, each new ship brought fresh 
news and stories for everybody. Through this small, but important 
trade, Carabing’s young farmers began to feel the pull of the wider 
world; many a young islander left with the traders to seek out new 
adventures. 

 

(An imagined Island – Author Unknown) 
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Extract we are 
using: 

 Island Life- Bibiling 

Vocabulary to 
discuss: 

BRONZE SILVER GOLD 

port livestock undulating 

 

Where are the islands to be found? [1] 

 

What is a synonym for enroute?[1] 

 
Select evidence from the text that hints at the era (part of history 
or approximate dates of) that this description fits with. [2] 

 

Give evidence to suggest that the islanders were not wealthy. {1} 

 

Explain what is meant by the soil was very fertile. [1] 
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Port- place where boats 
arrive/are able to shelter 

from the open sea 
Livestock- farm animals 

Undulating- the land rises 
up and down in smoothed 
curves rather than jagged 

peaks. 

Tropical region en route to South Africa One mark  
 

 On the way to 
 

Ships that bring fresh news shows we are in a time before phones. 
 Telescopes tells us we are in a part of history where they could be made.  
with tropical areas tell us this is after the middle ages at least. 

Either point… 
Simple farming- small farms rather than large farms with machines like tractors as 
tools hints at no one is wealthy.  
Islanders lived on home grown or caught foods. 

Fertile soil has lots of nutrients/ minerals/goodness that helps plants (crops) to 
grow. 

 


